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p. (cont d) They felt aw.a.rmsympay, therefore, for the pre-exilic periodand,
as a result, 't}ey wroie eloquently about. the Hebew religion. The Hebrew re
ligion, they asserted, had degenerated into that mumbo-jQmbo of priestly re
ligionc:lled Judaism. These scholars, except for a few, were not so much
consciously .antiJew.iah as aimply outlook. But' in 'the fiflal
analysis, their evaluation' of the P .:code was not only. wrong-hearted but also
wrong-headed. '. '.: ..

These",three, difficulties do not negate the Graf-WelIhausen hypothesis,
but rather point to notable flaws in it. From the time that the hypothesis was
put. forward-until it gained an almost complete acceptance among scholars, some
major refinements were made

Refinements in the Graf-dellhausen theory

335 First, there arose, even in elihuasen's own refined view, a more fluid view of
Ii the. documents. As.8 result, a. document, whether it is J, E, D, or P, came to
fi represent not one, singlecomposition or date of composition, but various stages of

composition.-: for example,, Jl, J2, El., and. 'E2. Stages' are envisaged especially
j in the P document.;; This theory brings us fairly nearto the old

fragmeftary, hy?otheeis',yet, with the difference that symbols such as Dl, 1)2,
and D3,, point, to s more or.. less continuous chain of traditional writing, as if

j frorn a school or, sequence of directly related. generations. The fragmentary
hypothesis: mp1ied scattered and -haphazard' fragments',

Th.e. second type: of. ref.inement, ": made use 'of the knowledge that certain
events, are:, in.-various forms in.differntdocuments,': while certain types o

p. similar t.raditions.are associated with quite different.:people.




.

Some modern schoars who are partiae of oral tradition-seem to assume that
the .writipg'stage..is.quite:unimportat. The older bcholars'had. assumed -that the
written document represented a clear and unmistakable viewpoint; the present
emphasis,, expec.ially among Scandinavian scholars, would suppose that those who
began to write hadno.:viewpbint.at all, but were merely recorders. Perhapsoxal
tradition has now been;:overémpiasized. . The: aignificanceof written documents
-rnust not be forgotten. On the 4round that folk memory is retentive and depen
dable, supporters or oral tradition are prone to attribute a historical relia
bility to this tradition which.exponents or .written tradition would not attribute
to documents Oral traditionalists acknowledge that there are no docuiente in the
Tanak nich come from the age of the Patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, but they
often consider the ñarrt1'vès about thèse'figurehistorical, even though they
were recorded centuries later. In recent decades, some archaeologists have joined
hands with the oral traditonaliats 'confirming the genera]. picture of the Pat

p 537 riarcial age Yet, a at least one archseologist3has conceded, archaeological
statements'' haeoeten repèerited Cnthüaiasmathér than evidence. If the literary
critics have been too prone to use such terms as myth and legend, some
archaeo-logistshave been too rône to speak of historical verification.

3 See G. Ernest Wright in Biblical Archaeologist XXII, 162-3
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